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You are a

creation!

W

hen people talk about creation, they are
in fact, talking about you! They are
talking about a person who made you and a
home he has created for you.
Yes, you are a creation! When you begin to
acknowledge that you are a creation, you have
no choice but to respect, love and nurture it.
Like a mother with her just-born baby, you
begin to see beauty everywhere, inside and
outside you. You wonder, from the time of
conception or creation everything is a miracle
of life. From nowhere, you begin to see the
connectedness and oneness with the creation.
What the science or theology debates does
not really matter for you now. There is life, there
is a purpose to life and that comes with a great
responsibility.
Talking about the ‘World Vision’s Biblical
Understanding of How We Relate to
Creation?’, Jared Hyneman and Christopher
Shore have this to say.
1. God is the creator, and creation belongs
to God. God wants to be known, and creation
is a means of revealing God’s character and
nature. Creation is also a means of providing
for humanity and the rest of what God has
made.
2. Humanity has been given both
dominion and stewardship over
creation, so that creation can fulfil
its purpose of providing for all
humanity now and into the future.
These roles are so important that
abuse of dominion and stewardship
will be judged.
3. Moreover, because the poor are
especially reliant on healthy
functioning of creation, we
are to manage and care
for creation so that
creation works for the
poor.
4. Finally, although
we see this but dimly,
we understand that
the creation itself is
going to be renewed and
reconciled to Christ, by
Christ and for Christ.

Nature is mother’s lap, it
nurtures all beings on
Earth. without nature
man’s life on Earth is
impossible. it has green
pastures; stunning oceans;
amazing mountains& hot
deserts .an abode for all
beings!!!. Preserve nature
for the future! love nature
in tern it cares for you.!!
Andrew Jones A
Vth std
Union Christian Public School
Chetpet
S/o J Albert Francis
1999-2002 batch

We are stewards of God’s
creation. We care for the earth
and act in ways that will restore
and protect the environment.
We ensure that our
development activities are
ecologically sound. [World
Vision, 2013]

Fr. PT Joseph sdb
A friend of SIGA

editor’s
desk
S. Joseph Mohanraj
(the editor - THE POST)
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Sir… Post…!

W

hat nature has to offer for free, is
now all up for sale on the internet!
The first rule that was by laid
down by God to Adam and Eve was that they
could eat anything from the Garden of Eden
as they please, except for the fruits of just one
tree. But the evil snake was quick to their
ignorance and their greed. What started then
in a small fruit has now come to us destroying
trees, forests, rivers, oceans, mountains and all
of what nature has been generously sharing
with us.
Today we have been collectively trading and
selfishly running businesses with air, water,
land, fire and space – The five elements of
Earth. We are ruining nature, and are living off

https://images.app.goo.gl/
KGxAW3n8xGXJ62ZR8

of it by selling what it has been benevolently
giving us, which we have taken for granted.
This kind of life where we are not giving back
as much as we take, is purposeless and
negligent toward the future.
This issue of The Post is
dedicated to nature.
Let’s save nature, live
with nature and let live
with nature!
space
air
fire

water
land
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Give and take?
Are we sure?
enevolence and selfishness. An extremely
dangerous combination in any aspect. When
one is extremely benevolent and kind in their
generous giving, and the other is a selfish
receiver of what the former has to offer, there
arises an imbalance. An incompatibility that can
cause irreversible damages. Let’s take a couple,
where one is the most giving of love and respect,
while the other receives it all, in utter selfishness
but does not reciprocate it at all. Well, we can
already see how it would end now, can’t we? The
balance tips over and there is no longevity in a
future that they once promised each other. From
here, two things can happen… One, they work
it out and try to fix what has gone wrong. Or
two, what little they have breaks creating a future
where there is no assurance of love and well –
being. It is only easier for us to understand how
painful this can be, because we can relate to it
as human beings. But let’s switch it up a bit, shall
we?
Let’s put us humans on one
side of this equation, and our
planet Earth on the other. I
don’t have to tell you who is
the benevolent one and the
selfish one here is, do I? We
have become so entitled and
have taken advantage of everything
nature has to offer to us and
conveniently turned it into what
suits our every want and luxury. For
millions and millions of years, the
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Earth has managed to make it through meteor
showers, asteroid collisions, various geographic
changes. All of these easily tackled by the Earth
because it has the tenacity to. It ha seen changes
in the Solar system it belongs, changes in the
way planets around it evolve and changes in
itself… Changes that are supposed to happen in
order to create the lush and beautiful Earth that
was handed to us, humans. An Earth that could
survive almost four and a half billion years and
stood fit through severity, couldn’t survive one
thing. Humans.
To be honest, we started out very well…
Taking what was enough for us and our survival,
sharing with others and giving back to nature
what we took form it. Be it planting trees and
groves, cleaning up after ourselves and not
generating much waste. We had enough, more
than enough actually for us and our future. But
I believe, we saw too much into the ‘more than
enough’ and thought, ‘It’s all for us, who’s going
to ask?’ and proceeded to keep taking from
nature it’s jewels. It’s trees, water, land, air,
animals and almost anything and everything. If
that was not cruel enough, we chose to put a
label on each, fix a price and market it, turning
an unthinkably wonderful creation such as nature
into a business. Well, I wouldn’t want to be
offensive here, but honestly grabbing something
that cannot speak or show anger and not
treating it right, taking control over it and
proceeding to put it out in the market is abuse
to nature. Continually generating waste, be it

It is
involved
in
delivering
mail
(the post)

To be honest, we started
out very well… Taking
what was enough for us
and our survival, sharing
with others and giving
back to nature what we
took form it. Be it
planting trees and
groves, cleaning up after
ourselves and not
generating much waste.
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Nature is very easy to
understand really, it gives
benevolently. But it does not
recreate every other day the
millions of trees we cut
down, the water we waste,
the air we pollute and the
animals we cage. It takes
years…
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plastic or chemicals or smoke in the name of
development and choking the Earth is an abuse
to nature. But most don’t want to be accountable,
because “Hey, I’m not doing it!”
Well yes, you are not cutting trees, setting
up industries in places where forests were
supposed to. You are not creating plastic in
millions and you are not the one marketing
nature. But let me tell what you did wrong. You
are quiet. We are quiet. We all are quiet about
the Earth slowly dying. And that is cruel enough…
because we don’t have to have the knife to be
a part of a murder, we can be the quiet spectator
who chooses not to stand for what is right and
still be an ally in the murder. Now, before you
start to wonder why I’m taking a very serious
stand about it, let me give you a perspective to
think over. Every parent in this world would want
the best for their children… a good education,
great career and future filled with happiness and
security. But it’s sad that new parents now,
belonging to this generation would not be able
to wish this for their children because they know.
They know that their children would have to fight
for water, make wars for proper breathing air
and trade in gold for a bit of meat. War in the
future would not be for patents on advanced
technology and governments… it would be for
survival.
By continuing to ignore the cries of nature,
and keep using its sources like fossil fuels, barely
available clean drinking water and acres and
acres of forests that cannot be recreated
overnight, we are making a very selfish choice
of giving the future an Earth that does not let
them breathe, have good water to drink and or
even make anything out of themselves. What

we have achieved up until now is no simple act.
To have educated ourselves of how we can use
sources to create a living that is easy and
comfortable. Developed we say, true that. But
true development lies in living and letting other
live. Else it is just a matter of inhumanity that we
are being advocates of. I doubt that as a 21 – year
– old I myself would not have nature to rely on
even for my survival in a few decades, let alone
the generations after me. All I ask on behalf of
a future that would ask its ancestors questions
on why they did not leave anything for them, I
would ask of you to give as much as you take.
Nature is very easy to understand really, it
gives benevolently. But it does not recreate every
other day the millions of trees we cut down, the
water we waste, the air we pollute and the
animals we cage. It takes years… and in the case
of fuels, certain centuries. Exhausting them now
without thought would make each of us guilty
of a world where we would be labelled
inconsiderate. Many have stepped forward to do
their part of giving back to nature, if you are one
of them… Thank you, the future thanks you. But
if you’re not, start now. Let’s not be quiet and
rather begin to appreciate nature for what it has
given us, reduce our waste generation on this
planet, turn to more environmental and
sustainable choices. Here’s to picking the theme
of ‘Giving back to nature and not just taking from
it’ and doing both instead of just one.
Sincerely, A future that hopes we wouldn’t
mess up.



Annette Haveela Joseph
UNICEF Youth Advocate
MSW, 1st Year, Christ University,
Bengaluru.
D/o. Joseph Mohanraj
(the editor - THE POST)
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Common
Home

W

hich is our Common Home? The Earth.
Human beings are a part of the Earth
and not authors of it. We share our
home with lot of other beings in the Earth. When
we conceive of Earth, nature comes to the forefront. For, nature is the source of happiness.
For a believer, it’s God’s finest creation
and for a non-believer, it is evolution.
However, nature has been the source
of inspiration and happiness invariably for those who love it. Besides,
nature is a mystery. No one can give an
explanation for nature in its true sense.
There are lot of scientific explanations for evolution, for a plant or
animal or human beings. But, look
at a tiny flower on the road side; it
may lead you to wonderstruck. Nature
is always a source of amazement, that none can
disregard.
The inventions and discoveries of the past few
centuries have altered the course of nature in the
earth. The nature suffocates. Consequently the
human beings too suffocate. What happened to
the mother earth? Why does she cry? Since
the mother earth is crying, the life of the
humans are at stake. Humanity is
facing a deadly challenge at the
front, to safeguard the nature. If
it doesn’t do, humanity will be
a loser together with millions
of living beings. Hence, we
need to look into the
challenges that cause a
concern from us.
“What kind of world do we
want to leave to those who come
after us, to children who are
growing up?” Pope Francis raised this
question, when he wrote an encyclical
“Laudato Si” (i.e. Be Praised). The title of the
encyclical is taken from “The Canticle of the
Creatures,” a song in honour of the nature sung
by St. Francis of Assisi. In this Canticle, St. Francis
calls the Earth as the Mother, the
Sun as brother and the Moon
as sister, the Wind and the
Fire as brothers and the
Water as sister. In short,
he is just indicating that
the whole nature is our
brothers and sisters. In
other words, human
beings just co-exist with
all other living and nonliving beings
in the

Pope Francis
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common home, the Earth.
Climate change has sparked the world to
reconsider the conception of nature. Pope Francis,
in his encyclical, entreats the world community to
conserve the nature. He emphatically asserts
that the cry of the earth is the
consequence of “the tons of waste
generated every year, much of its
toxic, radioactive, and nonbiodegradable,” which indicates
that the Earth has been
converted into a place, where
an immense pile of filth is
stored. The earth is polluted
and the nature is being killed.
Why? Pope says that
“technocracy and an excessive
self-centredness of the human
being” has caused such havoc to the
nature. Besides, modernity has been marked
by an excessive anthropocentrism. Man feels that
everything in the world is for him and he can use
it for his own ends. Such conception revolves
round anthropocentrism, which is inadequate.
Anthropocentrism has to be replaced by
ecocentrism. Human beings have forgotten that
they are part of the nature, one among other
living beings.
Greta Thunberg, a Swedish Activist,
popularly known for her “Fridays for Future”
criticises vehemently the world leaders for
not concentrating on ecological
conservation and preservation, especially
climate change. She says
“you have stolen

George
Bernard Shaw

my dreams and my childhood with your empty
words… We are in the beginning of a mass
extinction and all you can talk about is
money, and fairy tales of external
economic growth. How dare you!”
She urges everyone to panic, act like
the house is on fire. What is need for
a teenage girl to fight against the
climatic change?
Looking at the world for the
past few years, one can easily
understand that there are lot
of occurrences that
apprehend our future. The
melting icebergs,
increasing water

Greta
Thunberg

level in the sea, consequently submersion of
villages in the sea, floods and landslides, drought
and wildfire create an anxiety among all of us
whether we can live in the world peacefully. The
reason for all these issues centres around two
words ‘politics and economy.’ Power and Money
do not care for the Earth. Both have transformed
the world into a consumerist world. But, how many
days are we going to be consumerists alone?
When are we going to reform the Earth as
beautiful?
Pope Francis says human beings are part of
God’s plan for creation. God has created human
beings as one of the creatures in the world. Our
earth is like a sister with whom we share our life
and a beautiful mother who opens her arms to
embrace us. Hence, we all have a responsibility to
save this beautiful earth. Let us search for
alternative ways of life, a life with the nature. If we
live with nature, nature never leaves us. The
present pandemic is also a consequence of
a life away from the nature. Look at the
nature. It is not worried about the
virus, because the whole world is
full of tiny beings. Nature rejoices
when we conserve it.
George Bernard Shaw says,
“Life is no brief candle to me. It
is a sort of splendid torch which
I have got a hold of for the
moment, and I want to make it
burn as brightly as possible
before handing it on to future
generations.” Let us make a world
of nature together. Let us allow all
other beings live in the earth
peacefully.

Fr. A. Jokens
Rome, Italy
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One year in
lockdown, from
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May 2020 to
May 2021 – has
been a
journey. One

Dear
Earth, you
are truly
immense!

O

ne evening as I came back home from
work, an unexpected news hit, stating
that the country would go into
lockdown. The universe really did hear all of our
complaints about having no time and gave us
all the time we could ever ask for. But for how
long can a human being be stuck at home,
sleeping and watching television without going
out into the world? As for me, I looked around
the vast space outside my house and the earth
that was spread all across looked and mockingly
laughed at me.
A kind of rush existed before – as if I was on
a mission to change the world – that kept me
off the ground, running from one thing to
another. Forgetting the earth that provides for
me. But now as I look at the ground that asks
for me to turn it over, plant seeds and give back
to the earth… I think of all the high – rise buildings
that we humans constructed paying no heed to
what we are doing to nature. But today as all
these buildings are shut, the earth looks up at
me and says, “You’re back to take care of where
you belong”.
It felt like the earth made a certain kind of
offer, to place in it seeds that knows no lockdown
and came out of the earth blooming into plants
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bearing fruit, flowers and vegetables… bringing
a connection between me and the thought of
how wonderful nature actually is. To hold a
shovel in my hand reminded me of a child within
me, that has memories of running between tall
trees and digging up sand to plant new ones.
A life lived by my ancestors who gave back
to nature as much as it deserves flashes before
my eyes and I start worry about how
materialistically I have lived. Seeking machines,
vehicles and luxury selfishly in a polluted earth.
Forgetting the earth to reach the skies is foolish,
as it is very close to the action of selling one’s
eyes to buy a painting. One that has no use. A
mother bears a child for only nine months, while
the earth bears a human all through their life
and even after it is over.
One year in lockdown, from May 2020 to
May 2021 – has been a journey. One that led me
to connect myself with nature, reminding me of
how I had forgotten the earth in a trance seeking
materials when in reality I would have to return
to the earth only. I came to her, as a son who
has changed for the better and beautify her with
the greenery she deserves. Enjoying the reap
now and handing it down for the future
generations to come.

that led me to
connect myself
with nature

S. Joseph Mohanraj
(editor - the post)
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“The heavens declare the glory
of God; the skies proclaim the
work of His hands.”
(Pslam 19:1)

NATURE,
God’s natural
beauty!
N

Dr. Dominic F Dixon
Executive Director, UNADAP

“India’s intensity of GDP
reduced to 12% between 2005
and 2010 while a reduction
of 24% was achieved
between 2005 and 2016.”
India is the world’s
only major
economy to be rated so.
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ature is one of God’s most beautiful,
living creations. Through nature, God is
able to teach us, speak to us, and provide for us. Psalms 95:4-5 reminds us about
God who created nature. “In his hand are the
depths of the earth, and the mountain peaks
belong to Him. The sea is His, for He made it,
and His hands formed the dry land.”
During the lockdown of 2020, we felt nature
reclaiming its space with the nostalgic chirping
of birds, cool weather and the non-verbal
melodic chanting of Mother Nature; “The
heavens declare the glory of God; the skies
proclaim the work of His hands.” (Pslam 19:1);
which was silenced over the decades with the
noise of the industrial revolution and climate
change.
Greenhouse gas emissions may perhaps
have dipped during this season of humans
being in lockdown, but, sadly, our dreaded

history of pumping of indiscriminate amounts
of CO2 into the atmosphere with the industrial
revolutions, mainly, mass production; will come
back to haunt us, post the lockdown, and
perhaps increase as we continue our greed to
over consume whilst being under judicious.
Now, with the fourth industrial revolution of
social media, mobile, Internet of Things (IoT)
and artificial intelligence (AI), Isaiah 24:4-5
gives us the bitter reality of what we’ve done
to the earth: “The earth dries up and withers,
the world languishes and withers, the heavens
languish with the earth. The earth is defiled by
its people; they have disobeyed the laws,
violated the statutes and broken the everlasting
covenant.”

Both Bitcoin and NFTS (Non-Fungible
Tokens) which are the digital equivalents of
cash and collectibles, generates the same
amount of carbon emission and footprint per
transaction, equivalent to 680,000 plastic card
transactions at super markets, or an equivalent
of over 51,000 hours of YouTube gorging.
India has constantly committed to its
responsibilities and obligations to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC). India is a forerunner in
Climate Action, and the Climate Action Tracker
has rated the India’s efforts as ‘2 degree
compatible’, which means that if all countries
made efforts like India’s, the average global
temperature rise could be limited to 2°C by the
year 2100, in keeping with the Paris Agreement
and Kyoto Protocol. According to Babul
Supriyo, MoS Climate Change, GOI, “India is
the world’s only major economy to be rated
so. India’s intensity of GDP reduced to 12%
between 2005 and 2010 while a reduction of
24% was achieved between 2005 and 2016.”
Therefore, let us be mindful that we are
stewards on God’s green planet, and we must
take care of it, as Mother Earth takes care of us.
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transforms
the relationship
between
biodiversity
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Please note | brief on ILK that is
indigenous local knowledge.It is also Folk
Knowledge, Folk Technology .Before then
please check the items and we have to
refine the language also. These will be
interesting to read.

S S Davidson

Conservation Educator, resource person
in conservation topics, Education Consultant

ILK on ScareCrow
A Scarecrow is a decoy, strawman, bird-scarer,
hey-man resembling the outward physical
features of a human erected in agricultural
fields to scare away birds and animals that raid
the crops. The agriculturists use old clothes,
discarded old clothes, shoes, belts, caps and
other dresses to create the humanoid
scarecrow. The Western Ghats, an ecologically
biodiversity region, has many diverse species
of herbivores that destroy the sown seeds and
crops in agricultural fields. The local
communities are food producers who
cultivate many kinds of banana,
varieties of tubers, pine apple, guava,
mango, jack, custard apple, papaya,
turmeric, ginger, sapota and
vegetable crops. To ward off the
raiding animals the agriculturists
install scarecrows
in the fields.
Mistaking the
scarecrow for
humans, the
animals and
birds are
scared and
abstain from
raiding the
crops.

ocal and indigenous knowledge refers to
the understandings, skills and philosophies
developed by societies with long histories
of interaction with their natural surroundings.
For rural and indigenous peoples, local knowledge informs decision-making about fundamental aspects of daily life, according to UNESCO.
This knowledge is integral to a cultural
complex that also encompasses language,
systems of classification, resource use practices,
social interactions, ritual and spirituality.
These remarkable ways of knowing are
important facets of the world’s cultural diversity,
and provide a foundation for locally-appropriate
sustainable development.
The recognition that local and indigenous
people have their own ecological understandings,
conservation practices and resource
management goals has important implications.
It transforms the relationship between
biodiversity managers and local communities.
While previously they were perceived simply as
resource users, indigenous people are now
recognised as essential partners in environmental
management.
These ILK systems have the least recognition
by the scientific society and these aspects
include expressive culture, material culture, biocultural components which have no recognition
and documentation and reference literature.

Kavai Kambu : Tool to displace thorny
bushes and branches
The State of Tamil Nadu has a lot of the alien
invasive species Prosopis juliflora, a weed
native to Mexico, South America and the
Caribbean. It causes enormous damage to the
environment and checks the growth of
native species of grasses and bushes. The
weed has thorns and if it enters our limbs
creates allergies and incurable wounds. It is
toxic and causes
neurotoxic damages.
When after
cutting the bush
care should be
exercised in its
disposal to a place
safely. People make
wood charcoal out
of the solid wood and use the
slender sticks as fuel wood.
To avoid any injury by the poisonous
thorns the woodcutters use a forked long tool
of wood measuring 6 feet in length with the
fork measuring 2.5 feet with a thickness of 8
inches diameter.
After cutting the bush, the forked stick is
used to push away the branches manually.
This technique helps the person who operates
it by avoiding direct contact with the thorns in
the bush.

The Tribute
A man of many works,
Mr. Davidson has both
in his professional and
personal life cared for
nature and has given
back to nature in the
most wholesome of
ways. Within a few
days of writing this
article for us, Mr.
Davidson left Earth to
become a part of the
nature he cherished.
This article that he has
written is published by
‘The Post’ as a tribute
to the great work he
has done.

info

Ural Petteye: Mortar Box
This is a tool to prevent the dry flour while pounding in mortar using a pestle. While pounding
grains in the impact of the pressure some grains or flour splash out of the mortar causing loss of
both.To prevent the loss , the Mortar Box is placed on the top of the mortar. The box is 9 inches in
height and round in shape and crafted according to the size of the top end of the mortar. It is
designed from the leaves of the palmyra palm ( Borassus flabellifer) . Both the ends of the box are
made of the midribs of the palm leaves in circles and both the ends are linked by sliced woven palm
leaves. After using the box, it is often put in water to maintain its elasticity and duration of life.

Chakka Paal Pori tool to trap small birds
Some indigenous communities still retain the
Hunter – Gatherer Instinct and they trap small
forest birds as doves, falcons and others for
their food and they have innovated a small
trap using the lactose of the jackfruit (
Artocarpus heterophyllus ). Jack fruit is a
tropical tree found in Asia, Africa and South
America. The fruit has a sticky white liquid
latex called sap which has an adhesive, sticky
character. The entire tree has the latex in

leaves, fruits, stem, branches, stump and roots
. The forest dwelling communities make a
triangle shape of wood using bamboo twigs,
each twig measuring 3 feet and tie them at
the corners and place it on the floor. Then
they raise a triangle shape using such similar
twigs vertically and bind them at the corners.
At the top they make the twigs to protrude
for 2 inches. They apply jackfruit latex over
the twigs and place some grains as rice,
millets or wheat at the ground to attract the
birds. Before eating the grains, the bird will sit
on the top of the twigs and get its legs
entangled with the latex. It will try to escape
by opening its wings that will add to the
impact of more latex twining on its wings
making the flying efforts fail and the bird will
completely lose its mobility and flying calibre.
If the bird does not sit at the top of the twigs
and directly lands on the floor to eat the
grains there also the same impact will occur in
entangling with the latex and getting trapped.
The person who operates the trap easily
catches the bird.
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Lattur Rathinam Shankar
Photo Editor
The Times of India
Chennai
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s°dLWûQ Gu¡\ E«ol TuUV
ãZp ùTôd¡`m LiØuú]
A¯kÕ,
ÏlûT
úUPô¡d
ùLôi¥ÚdÏm úYû[«p, Yônê¥
UÜ²VôL SLokÕ ùLôi¥Úd¡ú\ôm.
Lp úRôu± Ui úRôu\ô LôXj§p CÚkúR RªZLj§u RûXSLo ùNuû]dÏ
ùRuTÏ§«p CÚd¡\Õ Ts°dLWûQ. 6
B«WjÕ 600 ùadúPo TWlT[®p TWkÕ,
®¬kÕ ¡PkR NÕl× ¨XùUôuß CeÏ
CÚkRÕ. 1965 Bm BiÓ LQdùLÓl©u
T¥ CkR NÕl× ¨Xm TpÛ«o ùTÚdLj§u
E«o¨XUôLÜm,
Yôr®PUôLÜm
CVtûL ãZp NU¨ûXdÏ UôùTÚm
ùRôiPôt±«Úd¡\Õ.
éªlTk§u BúWôd¡VjûR úT¦d
LôdÏm
T¦«p
BßLÞdÏm,
H¬LÞdÏm, LPpLÞdÏm GjRû]
Ød¡Vl TeÏiúPா, ARtÏ ùLôgNØm
Nû[j§WôR
A[ÜdÏ
NÕl×
¨XeLÞdÏm TeÏiÓ. BßLs, H¬L°u
ET¬¿o
¿iPLôXm
ùRôPof£VôL
ùY°úVßm TÏ§«p NÕl× ¨Xm
EÚYô¡\Õ.
CûY êuß ÁhPÚdÏ Ïû\Yô]
BZm ùLôiPûY. L²U Y[eLs
ªÏkRûY. ¡QßLs GpXôm
Yt±lúTô] Cuû\V LôXj§p,
JÚ ÏPm Ri½ÚdLôL TX ¡úXô
ÁhPo
ùRôûXÜdÏ
AûXkÕ
ùLôi¥Úd¡ú\ôm. ¨XjR¥ ¿ûWf
úNªlT§p NÕl× ¨Xj§u TeÏ
ùR¬kRôp… BfNoVlThÓl úTôúYôm.
NÕl×
¨XeLs,
ReL[Õ
TWlT[ûY úTôX TjÕ UPeÏ
TWlT[Ü ùLôiP TÏ§L°u
¨XjR¥
¿o
Yt\ôUp
TôÕLôd¡\Õ… ùR¬ÙUô?
Ts°dLWûQ
NÕl×
¨Xj§p
T\ûYLs,
ÁuLs, RôYWeLs G] 137
YûL E«¬]eLs
Y£d¡u\].
CkR £ß

1980

50

60
1990

2000

35
2010

¨XlTWl©p UhÓm 120 T\ûY«]eLs,
114 RôYW YûL«]eLs, 21 FoY], 47
YûL ÁuLs, 10 YûL Tôíh¥Ls, 10
YûLVô] ¿o ¨X Yôr E«W]eLs
YôrkÕ
ùLôi¥Úd¡u\].
CRû]
EeL[ôp SmT Ø¥¡\Rô?
CjRû] E«¬]eL°u RônÅPôL
CÚd¡\ Ts°dLWûQ, U²R C]jûR
UhÓm U\kÕ JÕd¡ ®ÓUô Gu]? Ruû]
f Ñt±«Úd¡\ 50 B«Wm ùadúPo
TWlT[ÜdÏ ¨XjR¥ ¿ûW TôÕLôjÕ
YkRÕ. AlT¥lThP Rôn ¨XjûR, LPkR,
30 BiÓL°p Tj§p JÚ TeÏ áP
®hÓ ûYdLôUp ùY±ùLôiÓ A¯jÕ
®húPôm.

TÓjÕd ¡Pd¡\ TôÕLôl×Pu Ae¡ÚkR
TX B«Wm E«¬]eLÞm AkR ùSÚl©p
LÚ¡ NômTXô¡].
G¡l§VoL°u ùLnúWô SLÚdÏ
AÚ¡p ùRtúL 80 ¡úXô ÁhPo ùRôûX®p
1800 NÕW ¡úXôÁhPo TWlT[®p @Tôëm
Gu\ NÕl× ¨Xm CÚkRÕ. ARu AÚ¡p
CÚkR JÚ UûX CÓdÏ Y¯VôL ûSp
S§«u Ri½o NÕl× ¨Xj§tÏ YkÕ
ùLôi¥ÚkRÕ JÚ LhPj§p CRtÏ
Ri½o YkÕùLôiÓ CÚkR TôûR
çokÕúTô]Õ TX BiÓL[ôL CkR
¨ûX ùRôPokRRôp NÕl×¨Xm Y\iÓ
Tô[m Tô[UôL ùY¥jÕ T\ûYLs ¿o Yôr
E«¬]eLs A¯kR]. TôûXY]UôL

NÕl× ¨XjûRl ©[kÕ
ùNpÛm NôûXLs, ¨Xm
GeÏm ¨Wm©d ¡PdÏm
NôdLûP,
Lôu¡Ãh
Lh¥PeLs… G] Sm Li
Øuú] AkRj Rônéª A¯kÕ
ùLôi¥ÚlTûR LiÓm, LôQôUÛm
LPkÕ ùNuß ùLாi¥Úd¡ú\ôm.
Ts°dLWûQ
NÕl×
¨Xj§tÏ
Ri½o ùLôÓjR HWô[Uô] URÏLû[d
LôQ®pûX. ùNuû] SL¬u ÏlûTLû[
CeÏ UûX úTôp Ï®dÏm UôSLWôh£,
AYtßdÏj ¾ ûYjÕm ®Ó¡\Õ.
R²Vôo ¨ßY]eL°u L¯Ü úNªdÏm
¡PeLôLÜm Uô±®hPÕ. ÑtßfãZûX
TôÕLôdÏm úR£V LPp Nôo ùRô¯pÖhT
LZLd Bd¡Wªl×m C§p APeÏm
GuTÕRôu úYRû]!
––––
2011 BiÓ Uôof 19 Bm úR§ NêL
®úWô§L[ôp 15 CPeL°p ¾ ûYdLlThÓ
10 HdLo TWlT[Ü Y]lTÏ§ G¬jÕ
NômTXôdLlThPÕ. Auû]«u U¥«p

Uô±V NÕl× ¨Xm Ï±jÕ
G¡lûR BiP Uu]u
CWiPôm ùNàvùWhÓdÏ
CkR
RLYp
ùNu\Õ.
EP]¥VôL NÕl× ¨XjûR
ÁhL Ø¥Ü ùNnVlThPÕ. UWôUjÕ
T¦«p UdLÞm DÓThPôoLs. ØRp
LhPUôL TX ûUp ùRôûXÜdÏ çokÕ
úTô] TôûRûV TXlTÓjRlThPÕ. ARu
CÚ×\Øm LûWLs AûUdLlThP].
AÓjRRôL NÕl× ¨XjûR ûSp S§«p
CûQjR UûX CÓdÏL°p AûQ
Juß LhPlThPÕ. CkR AûQ«u
êXm NÕl× ¨Xj§tÏ ºWô] A[®p
¿o ùNÛjRlThPÕ. £X UôReL°úXúV
TôûXY]m TÑûU ©¥jRÕ. ¿ojRôYWeLs
Tô£Ls, T\ûYLs E«¬]eLs Tp¡l
ùTÚ¡]. CRu ùRôPof£VôL ×jÕ«o
ùTt\Õ NÕl× ¨Xm.
CÕúTôu\ Áh£ Ts°dLWû] NÕl×
¨XjÕdÏ ¡ûPdÏUô? ØRXûUfNo
Ø.L vPôXõu TôoûY Ts°dLWû]
NÕl×¨Xj§u ÁÕ ®ÝUô?
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Nature
is our

Did you know that nature
contains many wonders?

soul

In space, metal
can weld on its
own and an
extinct species
of penguins was
nearly 7-feet
tall then there's
a fungus that
bleeds. There is
so much we
do not know

It is innumerable

Bats save us
billions of dollars
a year and our
galaxy is set to
collide with the
Andromeda
galaxy.

Do you know..
Humans eat
only 200
types of
plants..!
And Liquids
can boil and
freeze at
the same time.

The ocean
produces up to
85 percent of the
Earth's oxygen.
And one more …
Diamonds
and pencils
are made of the
same material.

Hurricanes
release
the energy of
10,000 nuclear
bombs..!
And Bamboo is
the world's
fastest growing
plant.

Planets have sound and
the interesting fact is
Crows have prodigious
memory, and are
capable of recognizing
individual human faces
for their entire lives.

DNA is
fireproof.

My grandmother
told me never to
be mean to a crow.
They'll remember you.

The ocean is home
to nearly 95 percent
of all life.

Most of Earth's
volcanic activity
happens in the ocean.

There's enough
gold in the ocean
for us each to
have 9 pounds
of it! Oh my God…

The shape and
color of clouds
can help you
predict rain

Stars don‛t twinkle and
Every star you see
in the night sky is bigger
and brighter than our sun.

The planet's longest
mountain range is
underwater and is
10 times longer
than the Andes.

One iceberg could
supply a million people
with drinking water
for five years.

Rain doesn‛t
always reach
the earth.

Earth has more than
80,000 edible
plant species.

Nearly 16 billion
trees are lost
every year
due to forest
management,
deforestation,
and variations
in land use.
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Three trees planted in the
accurate place around buildings can
cut air-conditioning costs up to 50%.

The earth
has music for
those who listen.
Take a quiet
walk with
mother nature.
It will nurture
your mind,
body, and soul.
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T

he outbreak of the second wave of the
coronavirus pandemic in India brought
along unending woes, with new cases
spiralling and deaths mounting to unprecedented
numbers.
To add to the misery, a host of related factors,
such as unsanitary conditions, overuse of steroids
in COVID-19 treatment, saw Black Fungus infection
or Mucormycosis starting to take lives in India and
pressure the already stressed healthcare system.
What is Black
Fungus
A life-threatening
infection known as
mucormycosis
(colloquially as black
fungus) which, if
untreated, results in
blindness followed by
death

please be
aware

What is Mucormycosis
As a deadly second wave of Covid-19
continues to ravage India, cases of
mucormycosis, a rare life-threatening
infection are being reported among
Covid-19 patients

Threat to Life
It affects the sinuses, the brain
and the lungs and can be
life-threatening in diabetic or severely
immunocompromised patients, such as those
with cancer or HIV/AIDS

did you
know?

Who is at Risk
People who are on medication for other health
problems which reduces their ability to fight
environmental pathogens. Some doctors
believe it may be being triggered by steroids. A
life saving treatment for severe & critically ill
Covid-19 patients.
A dop in immunity could be triggering these
cases.

Franklin S

Brain
What makes you Vulnerable
Exposure to mucor mould which is commonly
found in soil, plants, manure etc

Black
Fungus
a quick guide

Sinus

P r e v e n t i o n
Lungs

Black fungus a quick guide
Patients suffering from the fungal infection
typically have symptoms of stuffy and bleeding
nose, swelling of and pain in the eye, drooping
of eyelids and blurred and
finally loss of vision. There
could be black patches
of skin around the
nose

Use masks if
you are visiting
dusty construction
sites

Wear shoes, long
trousers, long sleeve shirts,
gloves while handling soil
(garbening), moss or
manure
Dos

Pain, redness
around eyes
and nose

Treatment
Doctors say most patients
arrive late, when they
are already losing vision and
doctors have to surgically
remove the eye to stop the
infection from reaching
the brain.

Control hyperglycemia
Monitor blood glucose level post Covid-19
discharge, also in diabetics
Use steroid judiciously - correct timing, correct
dose and duration
Use clean, sterile water for humidifiers during
oxygen therapy
Use antibiotics/antifungals judiciously

Maintain
personal hygiene
including thorough
scrub bath

Don’ts
Do not miss warning signs,
symptoms
Do not consider all cases with
blocked nose as bacterial sinusitis
Do not hesitate to seek
aggressive investigations
Do not lose crucial time to initiate
treatment for mucormycosis

Fever

Make your mask more effective
Headache

Coughing

Shortness of
breath

Knotting the ear
loops of the surgical
mask and tucking in
and flattening the
material close to the
face

How to pairing it up

Bloody vomits
Altered mental status
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Double-masking

Surgical +
Surgical
Always pair a surgical and a cloth
mask for double masking

Cloth +
Cloth

N95 + Any
other mask

the
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MAN MADE
GRAVEYARD
E

xcept homo sapiens the modern human
version, every living organisms are living
according to the nature. The silicon forest
is dead against the earth nature. The overconcentration of the chemicals not only corrupts
the mother earth but also act against the entire
living conditions and atmosphere of the entire
living things. The venom of the industrialisation
and the material mismanagement of the political CEO’s landed the nature into the catastrophic Saturn.
The modern laws is not sufficient to put
an end to the malnutrition of the nature but
it makes the Aborigines to survive hard and
imports the aliens to the green field. Man Vs

Satish Kumar
Advocate,
Madras High
Court

The overconcentration
of the chemicals not
only corrupts the
mother earth but also
act against the entire
living conditions and
atmosphere of the
entire living things
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Man is the new battle field. The UNEP is not
sufficient for the equatorial insurgence which
turns the Iceland to water bed and Indira point
to immerged land. The environmental
programme of United nation now even speaks
about the triple planetary crisis. The days are
very near for the UN even to speak about the
Paradise crisis but John Milton never touched
that subject.
The toppers of the scientist failed to note
that the earth has the capacity to cure its own
disease. It is neither Greta Thunberg nor Vandana

Shiva to protect the
environmental
manipulation but it is
the nature by itself a
redeemer of the nature.
Bad boys defend big bang
theory, Mad boys defend
evolutionary theory. The sad news
is the manipulators acts as the Messiah
of the nature. There are no stringent laws
against zero-carbon and zero-sulphur.
Peoples agitation in India witnessed
against cancer spreading copper air is
curbed by anti-terrorist laws
The Kucheipadar tribal evacuation
in Orissa for the exchange of Bauxite
ilegalised by forest laws. The officers
are not able to act according to the
state laws in the illegal granite
exploitation around Madurai hills.
Mines and minerals, the multi- billion
dollar business in India shifted
their resources to the
cemented forest. The
river Coovum lost
its taste, Ganga

at prayagraj full of religious products, Yamuna
at Hasthinapuram submerged in Industrial waste,
Brahmaputra becomes muddy river in Assam,
Gomti sunken in human pollutants, Mumbai’s
Mithi is full of raw sewage. Most of the
Tamilnadu’s water bodies were evaporated by
the real estate materials.
The law implementing bodies are inactive
and useless. No one is monitoring the illegal
attack on the nature. Corruption corrupts the
nature and the politicians behind the anti-socials
are encouraged by huge booties given by the
industrialists. The Alps, Andes and Anamalai are
no more for the exceptions of the illegal
encroachment and legal detachment.
India passed 16 laws and rules so far against
pollution control and also it created special
judicial forum to try the violators. It is interesting
to say that the Tamilnadu pollution control board
building is constructed on the top of the Coovum
River. From Stockholm to Kyoto several
conferences has held to protect
the original shape and
contents of the mother
earth. But the
implementing
authorities kept the
letters in papers not
in force.
The chemicals
a r e
n o t
contraband so far
as it has business
value and the
money force is
able to oppose
anybody who
wants to protect the
nature. Today human
waste, chemical waste,
atomic waste is increasing
day to day. Medical wastes are
in considerable quantity. Electronic
waste is the hazard to the nature.
International seas are treated
as world’s dustbin.
Poor countries are
the graveyard for the
disposed materials. Now
laws are in penal nature
but the world
governments have
forgotten to enact laws
as regulatory nature. Big
corporate has caused big
damage to the nature. The
disturbed nature makes the
corona virus to spread its
wings worldwide.
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knowledge
úStß U§Vm ØRúX UûZ
ùLôhÓ¡\Õ ...
Lôtß áP TXUôLúY ÅÑ¡\Õ..
UWeLs AûNYûR TôodûL«p,
®Ýk§ÓúUô G] IVm ùLôs[f
ùNn¡\Õ..
BeLôeúL ®ÝkR UWeLÞPu,,
ªuNôWd Lm©LÞm Aßk§P..
CÚ°p êr¡VúR Fo..
AûNkRôÓm UWeLû[ W£jR U]m,
Cuß Hú]ô TRß¡\Õ..

FoLs GpXôm ùYs[dLôÓ...
áPúY EPu úRôZWôn,
C¥Ùm ªu]Ûm..
CÚ[ûPkR FÚdÏ
T°f LôhÓ¡\Õ ªu]p..
Ï°o ©WúRNm úTôp
SÓeÏ¡\Õ EPp..
— UXo U¡r

ùLôhÓm UûZ«p ÏçLXUôL,
ájRô¥V U]m.
Cuß ÏçLXõdL Ußd¡\Õ..

UûZ
Sô°p...

AûQLs GpXôm ¨Wm©VÕ..
ET¬¿o §\kR§p,
ùLôhÓm UûZ¿ÚPu,
BßLs GpXôm UßLôp Tônk§P,
LûWúVôW UdLs
GpXôm ùY°úVt\m.

GRAPHIC DESIGNING | PRINTING TECHNOLOGY

ADMISSIONS OPEN

2021-2022
@SAGAI

Non-formal Diploma in Printing Course
Course Duration: 3 Years
Eligibility: 10th (SSLC) Pass
Skill sets you can learn
Graphic Designing | Print production
process workflow | Layout Techniques

Features
State-of-the-Art Technology and
Machinery at in-house Printing Press
Hands on training | On the job training
Job placements security
Don Bosco quality education system
Don Bosco Scholarship available
for poor students

DON BOSCO SAGAI
SAGAYA ANNAI GRAPHIC ARTS INSTITUTE
Educating | Empowering | Job Placement
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DON BOSCO
PRESS
Manufactures
Notebooks for schools
High quality with
cost effective
and prompt
delivery

Choodapuram, Belathur Post,
Bagalur, Hosur, Krishnakiri Dist - 635 124

+91 9629720276 | 9489888724
9003936423 | 04344 - 254336
donboscosagai@gmail.com
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DON BOSCO SIGA
SALESIAN INSTITUTE OF GRAPHIC ARTS

An ISO Certified and to be Accredited by NBA (Govt. of India)

Skill sets you can learn
| Print production process workflow
| 3D printing | Layout Technicques
| Typography & Proof Reading | Packaging
design & production | Concept of Prepress,
Press & Postpress | Textile printing
| Phototgraphy | Colour Management workflow

“

The invention of
the printing press
was one of the most
important events
in human history.

“

ADMISSIONS OPEN

2021-2022
FORMAL TRAINING

GOVERNMENT DIPLOMA IN
PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
(GDC)
NON-FORMAL TRAINING

SIGA DIPLOMA IN
PRINTING & PACKAGING
TECHNOLOGY
(SDC)

Course
duration

3

YEARS
Eligibility

SSLC
Pass

Features
| The BurlingtonEnglish curriculum prepares
students to succeed in their careers.
| State-of-the-Art Technology and Machinery
@ in-house Printing Press | Microsoft Office
365 free to students | Fees - short term
installment plan | The sprawling campus at
the heart of the Chennai city - Connected by
Road, Rail | Hostel available | Hands on training
| On the job training | 100% placements CTC 18000+ | Free wifi in college campus
| Don Bosco quality education system

044-26424204 | 93852 01339
88833 31587 | 98412 40421
98411 27901 | 97107 26810
admissions@sigaindia.com
collegeoffice@sigaindia.com

www.sigaindia.com

The Post

Art Station

If you are an artist, graphic
designer, creator or an illustrator,
we’re happy to share that The
Post Art Station has been created
solely for you. Join in, to
interact with like - minded
people, learn and share
knowledge about your
field of expertise.

click the link below
and fill the form
https://forms.gle/Sc7k7kSFvJBkJRDUA
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Postmaster’s
Inbox
Good morning sir, Thank you so much sir. It’s
one of the biggest moments in my life. Will
cherish this for a very long time. Take care and
have a good day :)
— Jeniv
Thanks for the wonderful Magazine.
— 7358158668
Congratulations anna I think very beautiful
works anna... realy very nice.... Feedback solara
mathiri ila anna super ah eruku anna I think
this is High quality work anna...
— Vijay Babu
Super
— Ramkumar
Very good coverage
— Leo
Superb and Fantastic Job.
— Louthu Dhas
Super duper Post
— sudha
“Fear not, for behold, I bring you good news
of great joy that will be for all the people.- luke
2:17
“Good News Always, The post & Delivered
Free Every Time,”
On behalf of SIGA POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, I
want to thank you for all that you have done
to spread the message of admission 2021.
— Ignatius

The design and the colour combination is top
class.... loved the look of it. some of the articles
are tempting to read... Might read it...
— R. Thomas Aquinas, Don Bosco House
(SPCI), Dwarka, New Delhi -110077
My Dear Mohan, The best part you have
provided a link specifically for Mother Mary.
This issue the post has covered a lot of info
about the past and the present Situations
needs, Comic page is more interesting for
readers, I feel, Good team work.
— Leo

Dear Mohan, Awesome design and very
informative. Thank you
— Martin
Super
— 9941597968
Thanks.. Nicely designed..
— Davidson Sir, Nagarcoil

Good effort. Media is a booming industry.
Good choice. Keep doing good. All the best
ma. Congratulations
— jahawar Peter, inspector of police, chennai

I really like the layout sir! So neat! Thankyou
sir!!
— Smrithi MOP

Interesting...impressive... Well done..
— Mythili, P.G Assistant, senkotai girls higher
secondary school

Very impressive Franklin . Your column too is
superb
— Fr David cmf

simply superb and great ma. Who sets the
layout..pakka seeming highly professional.
Every picture is very cautiously selected and
every detail is very keenly designed ...
Awesome
— M Mahajabin, Academic co-ordinator,
Rex Matriculation Hr. Sec. School, Triplicane.

Fantastic macchi! Keep it up. Hope you are
doing good.
— Debayan Tiwari, IIT Chennai
Good morning..thank you for sharing your The
POST. I will read and let u know..
Wow! Really super..the content,design, layout
ªLÜm AÚûU. All pages are giving
information so not able to avoid anything.
“Transformation tough but true” really
touched my heart. Congratulations to u and ur
team. All the very best for the next month THE
POST. Have a Joyful day.
— Daisy Anni
Sure
— Agnel Kumar

super na
— Saai Artist, DT Next
beautiful work sir
— Fr Lalji sdb
Usual mind blowing Machi ... & I can see ur
dedication more even in this corono affect...
awesome keep urself more confidence and
Rock
It.. once again congrats machi.. Takecare da...
Really design is outstanding machi
— Joseph Maria Alphonse Dickens
For legends I can’t give suggestions Ji.
Vazhutha vayadillai vangugiren Ji. Creativity la
ungla adichika no people I never seen. Today
evening or night we will speak ji. Issue sema
sema ji
— Sarath Chandran, The New Indian Express
(Vijayawada)
Sure
— Rajesh Sir
Thank you Frank!
— Fr Martin, St Antony Church, Vettumani
Thanks for sharing the publication. Great
effort.
— Aruna Serco
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Thank you all
for you wishes,

valuable feedback
& suggestions
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ùUpX Å£V ùRu\p
Gu LôRÚúL ùNôu]Õ
Sôu CÚd¡ú\u
E]dÏ. Eu
êfúNôÓ Gußm
CÚd¡ú\u Gu\Õ.

CVtûL
Gu CWiPôm
LQYu!

Sôm Aû]YÚm As° AûQjÕ ùLôgNm
¨û]dÏm TÚYm ÏZkûRl TÚYm.
CûUVjûRÙm Rôi¥®Pj Õ¥dÏm
TÚYm C[ûUl TÚYm. ÕûQÙPu CuT,
ÕuTm T¡okÕ YôÝm TÚYm UQlTÚYm.
TôNm, Au×, AWYûQl× CûY Aû]
jûRÙm As° YZeÏm TÚYm Auû]
TÚYm. TdÏYm ùR°kR Kn®u TÚYm
ØÕûU TÚYm. GlúTôÕm ÕûQ úYiÓm
Guß Lôj§ÚdÏm TÚYm AÕ.
ClTÚYmRôu Yôr®u Ød¡VUô] TÚYm.
ÕûQûV CZkÕ Guû] R²ûUlTÓj§
TÚYm CÕ. AÚ¡p VôÚúU CpûX Guß
HdLj§p SôhLs áP SLW UßjR LôXm
CÕ.
ùUpX Å£V ùRu\p Gu LôRÚúL ùNôu]Õ
Sôu CÚd¡ú\u E]dÏ. Eu êfúNôÓ
Gußm CÚd¡ú\u Gu\Õ. £X ÏÚ®Ls
CRtÏ CûNÙPu ÏWp ùLôÓjRÕ.
VôùWuß YôNXõp YkÕ TôojúRu, Gu
CVtûL LQYu Bm Gu CWiPôm
LQYu.
éªjRô«u U¥«p £ß £ß ùN¥Lû[
ShÓ
ûYjúRu,
AûYLs
CûX
Õ°ojÕ ùN¥L[ô«] ùLô¥L[ô«]
UWeLs[ô«]. UXoLs éjR] L²Ls
ùLôÓjR]. Ge¡ÚkúRô ¡fÑd ¡fÑ Gu\
JXõÙPu £\L¥jÕl T\kÕ YkR] Gu ÅhÓ
úRôhPj§p ×§V ®ÚkRô°Ls. ùN¥dÏ
Ju\ôL CPm©¥jÕ áÓLs Lh¥],
ÏgÑLú[ôÓ Ï¥jR]m SPj§]. Guú]
ôÓ Yô£dLÜm ùRôPe¡®hP]. LôûX«p
Li®¯jRôp T\ûYL°u CûNdLfúN¬,
YôNÛdÏ ùY°úV YWúYtÏm UXo
Ï®VpLs, édL°u YôNû] úTôÕm
×jÕQof£ ùTtß ®ÓúYu.
G]Õ úRôhPj§p ùN¥LÞm, édLÞm, T\
ûYLÞm Sôu úTÑYûR LôÕ ùLôÓjÕ
úLhP] AûYLÞm Guú]ôÓ E\YôP
ùRôPe¡]. ClúTôùRpXôm Gu]Ú¡p
E\ÜLÞdÏ TgNªpûX. Bm, CVtûL
Auû] Gu AÚ¡p CÚdÏm YûW Sôu
JÚúTôÕm
R²ûUVô]Ys
CpûX.
CqÜX¡p
Cß§YûWdÏm
CVtûL
UhÓúU Aû]YÚdÏm ÕûQ.
Gu AûXúT£«p GÓdLlThP
Gu úRôhPjÕ E\ÜL°u
YiQl
TPeLû[
EeLú[ôÓ
T¡okÕ
ùLôsY§p U¡rf£.
Gußm CVtûLÙPu
ù_£kRô ©¬uv
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éªjRô«u U¥«p £ß £ß
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Paper supports
sustainable forest
management.

continued
from the March issue,
Environment friendly!
PRINT MEDIA? Or
ELECTRONIC MEdiA?

Environment friendly!

PRINT MEDIA? Or
ELECTRONIC MEdiA?

If you thought you were saving forests and protecting the environment by going paperless…think again.

or other non-forest uses. In addition to replenishing the supply of recycled fiber, the paper
industry’s perpetual use of trees harvested from
responsibly managed forests has a host of economic, social and environmental benefits.
Fact 2. The carbon footprint of paper is not
as high as you may think.
Did you know that most of the energy used to
make pulp and paper is renewable?
The print and paper industry accounts for only
1% of global carbon dioxide emissions; at a
global level, the greenhouse gas emissions from
the forest products industry value chain are
largely offset by sequestration in forests and
forest products.
The Indian forest products industry is a
leader in the production of renewable energy,
with more than 65% of the on-site energy
needed to produce paper products derived
from carbon-neutral biomass (TNPL uses Bagasse). Over the past decade, the pulp and
paper industry has made an impressive commitment to improving fuel efficiency and independence by investing in their infrastructures
to replace fossil fuels with alternative energy
sources.
Electronic media also has environmental impacts.
A recent study estimates that developing countries will produce at least twice as much electronic waste (e-waste) as developed countries
within the next six to eight years. Uncontrolled
toxic emissions can result from informal recycling practices often used in the developing
world. These emissions can include dioxins,
furans, and cyanide. Yikes!

Let us continue in the next issue,
Did you know that paper is one of the most
recycled products in the world?

W

hen you think about printing,
what comes to mind? You’re
likely thinking “ink,” “paper,” or
maybe even “mailing.” The words
“eco-friendly,” “sustainability,” and “green” are
probably the last you would think of, right? This
is why one of the biggest challenges that green
printers face is educating their customers about
sustainable practices.
Considering the common knowledge about
sustainability, this isn’t surprising! As members
of modern society, we’re all looking for new
ways to lessen our environmental impact. The
most common way is to be more conscious and
selective about what types of processes, products, and vendors you support. With all the
marketing speak and misconceptions about
what’s environmentally-friendly and what’s not,
making the right decisions can be a difficult and
confusing process. Considering printing’s controversial nature, this adds a whole other layer
of complexity.
Misleading environmental claims like deforestation, excessive energy consumption, and
crowded landfills have overshadowed the fact
that today’s paper often comes from a renewable resource, is recyclable and even responsible. So, to help cut through the clutter, let’s talk
about some of the common misconceptions
about the print industry’s effect on the environment.
Did you know that the print industry plants
more trees than it harvests?
That’s right! In fact, the paper industry promotes
sustainable forestry and depends on sustainable
forest growth to provide a reliable supply of
wood fiber. Paper manufacturers do this by encouraging forest sustainability through their
purchase and use of certified wood fiber and
by promoting sustainable forest management
policies and practices.
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Trees are grown and planted by tree farmers.
When mature, the trees are harvested and paper is made. After the harvest, new trees are
planted completing the circle of sustainability.
Paper companies that use responsible forest
management practices plant about four trees
for every tree harvested.
There are also a number of credible certification systems ensuring that paper certified under
them comes from a responsibly managed forest
source. If paper companies comply with the
strict regulations set by these certification systems, printing becomes a renewable resource
that is both recyclable and biodegradable.
By providing a dependable market for responsibly grown fiber, the industry also encourages landowners to continue managing their
forestland instead of selling it for development

V. John Fredrick
M.Sc., M.Phil (Chemistry),
M.Tech (Printing and Packaging
Technology)
freddyvj@gmail.com | 98411 27901
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advertisements in The Post, mail to
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To publish Employee Wanted and Job
Wanted advertisements in The Post,
contact thepost.siga@gmail.com
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Share your joy and sorrow with us.
Contact thepost.siga@gmail.com
to get wishes and obituaries
shared in The Post.
Share your knowledge with others,
through The Post! Write to us at
thepost.siga@gmail.com about any
new informative knowledge that you
may know or have read about, and get
it published in The Post.
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job?
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Share your Bio – data and experiences with
The Post at thepost.siga@gmail.com.
The bio – data will be reviewed by
professionals and based on the
qualifications, you will be linked to
companies seeking employees. If you
require more training to improve your
career growth, you will be linked to
training groups at the end of which lies
new employment opportunities for you.
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